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T u INTRODUCTION

1. The present document reviews in a summary way major trends in the African
region in the framework of the .International Devslopment Strategy for the 1980s
as well as the Lagos Plan of Action. The period under review covers 1980-1984
in accordance with the General Assembly resolution adopting the International
Development Strategy (IDS) and the subsequent arrangements made for the monitor
ing of Us implementation. It will be recalled that the Lagos Plan or Action forms
an integral part of the IDS to which it is annexed. Also most of the elements
in the IDS have important aspects deriving from the African strategy. A$ such
both the;IDS and the Lagos Plan of Action can be talcen as mutually re-enforcing
bases on which the present evaluation is made.

2. The International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Develop
ment Decade.aims at the accelerated development of the developing countries within
the framework.of a reformed international economic order. It constitutes the basic
guideline by which.the international community is committed to the development of
the third-, world through the promotion and support of economic and. technical co
operation and the implementation of a set of goals, objectives and policy measures
addressed to both developed and developing countries,

3. The Strategy calls for the attainment by developing countries of specific
quantitative targets concerning the growth of output, capital formation, saving
and the growth of trade. At the same time it calls for a more equitable distri
bution of economic opportunities among nations',''a condition for the acceleration
of growth in developing countries,

4. Specifically, the Strategy calls for a substantial increase in official
development assistance by all developed countries surpassing the agreed international
target of 0.7 per,cent of the gross national product of developed countries with
flows increasingly directed towards the least developed countries. Efforts are
also called for to encourage an increase in net flow of non-concessional capital
and to increase the responsiveness of the international monetary system to the
needs and interests of developing countries through further reform of the system.

5. Social goals and objectives are also given comprehensive coverage in the
Strategy. Thus the reduction and elimination of poverty and a fair distribution
of the benefits of development are primary objectives of the international community
Airing tiie Decade, Intensive efforts are called for to increase the opportunities
for productive employment. The need to intensify the implementation of the
World Population; Plan of Action is recognized. Increased efforts are also called
for to expand and improve facilities for education and health, provide basic
shelter and infrastructure, enhance popular participation and protect the environ
ment ,1/ '•'•'"■■

6. The Strategy also calls for particular attention to be given to the special
proDlems of the least developed, ^and-locked, island and most seriously affected *
developing countries. It calls for the adoption of special, and effective measures
to alleviate their pressing problems.2/
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7. Within this global context, the African region specified its own goals
and objectives through its input in the formulation of the International
Development Strategy and through the Lagos Plan of Action adopted by African
Heads of State and Government in April 1980, ,

8. A number of considerations governed the adoption of the African Strategy
and the Lagos Plan of Action for the implementation of the Strategy. Foremost
among these considerations was the recognition that policies, strategies and
development programmes had hitherto been circumscribed by misconceptions and
erroneous strategies which tended to consolidate'the region's external dependence
for food, skills, technology, capital goods and services, markets and even life
styles and patterns of development and economic growth. Furthermore, the stra
tegies were characterized by a persistent confusion between growth and development
The region's external socio-economic relations weresuchtliat Africa was only the
accidental beneficiary of the progress and welfare; 6f others. Another considera-.
tion was the emphasis placed on outdated'concepts of the international division
of labour as a result of•which member States'lacked sufficient mastery over the
technical arid financial instruments essential for development within the frame
work of self-reliance and self-sustainnientr

9. In the light of these considerations the African Strategy specifies the
following objectives:3/

(a) The establishment of self-sustaining, internally located process of
development and economic growth at the national and/or multinational level;

(b) Subregional and regional collective self-reliance;

■ (c) Development of human resources to ensure their greater participation
in the development process;

(d) Broad-based participation in the development process concurrent and
consistent With equitable distribution of the gains of socio-economic develop-1
ment; • v ■

(e) Acceleration of the industrialization process on the continent in
the context of the social and economic environment1 of each country and not as
a simple importation of foreign industrialization patterns. '

10. The African Strategy also specified the following priorities required for :
the attainment of these objectives:4/ " '

(a) The attainment of regional self-sufficiency in food;

(b) The establishment of a sound industrial base with special emphasis
on trie development of the requisite national industrial and technological
policies, capabilities and institutional infrastructure as well as intra-
African co-operation in order to permit the industrial take-off of Africa;
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(c) ; The physical integration of the region ''through the development of

transport ansi communications at national/ multinational and regional Jeyels;.',•."-

(d) The development of capabilities - national,' multinational and^regional

- required to enable African Governments and their peoples to establish sovereignty

Ofpver. their natural resources; :

(e) The .establishment'of mutually beneficial and equitable relations

between African; countries and the rest of: the world;

(f) The attainment of a substantial increase in the present meagre 4 per

cent share of intra-African trade in the total trade of Africa.

;w. .. : ill. OVERALL?DEVELOPMENT IN 1980-1985 : ' ■

11. During tiie period 198Q-1984, the peri-orniance of the African region has

fallen farrbehind the oojectives set uy tae IDS for the 1980s. For tlje, whole ..

of developing Africa, GDP at 1^80 prices decreased by 1.3 per cent in 1981,v,

increased uy 1,3 per;cent in 19S2, stagnated in 1983 and declined by O.rpe?, .,,..

cent in 1984. This is in stark contrast to the rate of growth recoraed during,,,

the Second Development Decade; -The objective of a growth rate of 7 per cent was

therefore not met. Indeed, the African region suffered its most serious crisis

during the 1980-1984 period. On per capita basis, there has been a loss of over

y per cent in 1984 relative to 1380. ■"...

ri

12. As the samei-time as output contracted, the external position of the region,

as,,a, whole deteriorated snarply especially in the first two years of the decade,

the, current, ;aceount deficit reaching an all time high of $US31.8 billion in 1981,

and; : remaining at $24.5 billion in 19o2, or 36.2 per cent of the value of, exports.

Afte^ards,; however, the external section improved and in 1984 the current account

deficit is estimated at $10 billion oi^IS.2 per cent of exports. ..,..

13. The drought that plagued Africa in the 1982-1984 period and the international

economic environment played a key role in the economic downturn suffered bv ;

African countries. The falling economic1 activity in industrialized countries ,.■'.
and particularly in the OECD region drastically cut into tne demand for primary

commodities, directly affecting exports. ' v' '*'.

14. The oil-exporting African countries were particularly hit by the fallen

the demand,for oil. .While -in previous instances, oil-exporting.countries had

been able to increase revenues despite a lower volume of oil prbductioh and

exports; after the rise of oil prices in 1979-1980, the fall in'bii coiisu^rtipn
partly induced •jy,conservation and substitution measures in industrialized coun-V
tries as:,«ell as the -.availability of new oil resources outside OPEC, created' ,

a situation of relativeosurplus in the oil market. Oil prices could no more be

increase^'to'cdiapensate for reduced ^rodu'ction and they uegan to slide by the

end o|;tl^8;l t& drop'by more than 10 per cent in 1982. Tiiis down pressure on

oil prices,;has continued despite the drop in oil supplies from Iran and IraqT

Afri^aan^.pPEQ members have suffered as a result a continuous fall in GDP amount
ing tp1jl0.«.4f;per; cent over tue period 19Sa-i1984> Since bf'EC. member countriei\con-
tribute some 47 per cent of total developing Africa's GDP, this has greatly affected
the overall performance of the African region as a whole.
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15O In ttie non-oil exporting countries, tuere was a marked reduction in growth

froa-tne 1979-1980average of 4 percent1 to-less than 1 per cent in 1980-1984.

Three overlapping groups of countries were particularly exposed: those seriously

iaffected by the droughty those defending on traditional export commodities like

the ivory Coast,Jand the least developed'countries,: ■■ The drought affected agri

cultural production and disrupted many production activities. The fall in demand

in industrialized countries depressed the prices of traditional exports, parti

cularly beverages and minerals other than oil^ Lower export revenues and the

effects of a sluggish growth of agricultural production exacerbated the balance-

of-payments situation, resulting in a sharp increase in the level of Africa's

external deuta ■- ' ■ -

16. Among the objectives of the IDS, it was stated that in real terms exports

of goods and services should grow by!7.5 per cent a year, while the growth of

imports would reach 8 per cent. In fact the African region experienced just

the reverse, both exports and imports contracting in real terms. Kxports fell

by 2le6 pet cent between 1980 and 1984 mainly jecause of losses on oil exports,

and the decline ;in world demand for Africa's other types of exports. As for

imports, after $ttongly growing in volume in 1981, they registered an unpreced-

ented^fall of 21.2 per cent between 1J82 and 1984 as a result of the retrenche
ment- measures taken fey oil exporters and by the reduced external resources of:

non*6il.ii-jXportirtg'countries, ;k . . ■ ..

17. One of the fundamental objectives of tie IDS is the increase of the rate

of capital formation and of the rate of savings. By 1990 developing countries are

expected to be investing on average 28 per cent of their GDP and to be saving

24 per cent of it, and those countries which were at the beginning of the decade

saving less tuan 15 pier cent of their GDP are urged to raise the ratio to 20 per

cent as soon as possible. Africa started off rather well in this respect since

the rate of capital formation reached 25.5 per cent in 1981 and the saving ratio

22.7 per cent. However, the crisis situation during 1982-1984 reduced the in

vestment ratio to only 20.1 per cent by 1984 although domestic savings increased

slightly to 25.3 per cent of GDP; '■

18. More important than the absolute volume of investment and its rate of

increase have been the actual investment policies followed by governments. These

policies have assumed a crucial importance as the shaire of government in economic

activity is increasing if not dominant in most countries and as the proportion of

total investment made '$?■ the governments has become more and more important. • In

that-respect, not only has the distribution of investment not been in conformity

with the countries' needs (agriculture has generally received a too small share

of total investmentj though this has begun to'change) but the framework created

by governments tfetougft the pricing of :the factfirs of production, the prices set
for'agricultural products, the rates of exchange, and the taxing of economic

activity has^too often provided the wrong signals to economic agents and parti

cularly discouraged'producers* The agricultural sectdr has been affected by low

prices compared td imports or to export pricei while in the industrial sectoi"

the use of local raw materials has been discouraged by low import taxes. The public

sectOS'=whi%h has C6mett> represent a large chunk of output has been allowed to con

sume too 1'fir-ge lai' '^foportion1 of total - investment without showing corresponding re-

tums if a&t 'accumulating considerable Ibsses,,
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19. In the latter period, most governments .nave bdgun to take 'Steps'^n order

to overcome the current recession and create conditions favourable to growth.

In a number of cases, measures have been taken to bririgrback the1 public sector

to equilibrium, control government expenditures, reform the price system and

adjust exchange rates. i However, much remains to be done as consideralile resistance

is encountered from entrenched interests, ; ' }' \

III. SAVING AND'INVESTMENT

2Q. - lt|> to 1975, marginal propensity to consume increased sharply in the^African

region due to the rapid increase in the revenues of oil exporters, while among

non-oil exporters this parameter did not change substantially. Since the begin

ning of the decade, the propensity to consume fell sharply in oil-exporting

countries because of the sharp fall of their oil revenues and of the measures

taken by governments to contain consumption, expenditures. The.rate of savings

from 1980"1984 was substantially higher than in the 1960s and the beginning of

the 1970s, standing at an average 24*7 per cent.. But' this high rate was due to

oil-exporting countries and when these are excluded, riosubstantial change is

lv /observed>-> the saving rate for non-oil-exporti,^ countries remaining near the,
■; average of thisf 196Q&.and the early 1970s. ' ,...-■- 3 ■'i

21. Formally speaking, developing Africa reaci^d the 24 per cent figure ..pargeted
for savings by they International Development Strategy for the 1980s. However,

as already seen, this was due solely to dil-exportirijjj countries, the non-oil-
exjporting countries remaining far below thfc ,target.■■In particular, in the least

developed countries the saving ratio for 19SJ0-1984 was only 7 per cent, less than
a third of the objective. ■■,.>■ .1

v ?■>■ t (: .... ■■■ . ■;"'"'' [ ,oi
22. At thfe1 root of ths still'modest saving^ effort in many African countries

lies government; budgetary performance. IVhil'e considerable efforts are,being made

to raiseAgoverranent, revenue 5/ (arising from increased monetization of African
economies, a widening of their tax base; the introduction of new taxes and a
relative improvement in tax collection), in most African countries, government

expenditure has risen faster than the nominal value of ouput.6/. This growth in

ordinary expenditure reflects in part the political-andsocialrpressiires brought

to bear on governments. Among the most important factors'contributing to this '

increase in current public outlays area: (a) the need to provide social services
below cost to the relatively.poor part of the population; (b) subsidies %p consumers

for basic food commodities-; [(c) subsidies to troubled public enterprises; (d) govern

ment universal employment policies; and (e) administrative difficulties inLcontrol-
ling expenditure. In addition, the relatively low per capita income itself is

another major reason for the low level of saving.

23. On the other hand, gross fixed capital formation, after growing sharply in ■;

the first year of the decade to reach 24.5 per cent of total GDP, declined rapidly;ii

afterwards and was down in 1984 to 83 per cenV^f its 1984 level and to. *"v

19.3 per cent of output. This was in reaction tio t&&'crisis affecting practically

all countries, which prompted cutbacks in investment expenditure. In particular
OPEC members reduced sometimes drastically theirxinvestraent.
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24. As overall investment as proportion of GDP was falling, public sector capital

expenditure declined as most governments were taking measures to trim expenditure

in an effort to restore balance to the budgets and adjust their economies,

25* The data on the distribution of fixed4capital formation by kind of economic

activity are generally very scanty and often unreliable; this distribution also

varies from one country to the other depending on its specific circumstances.

In a sample of countries for which detailed 19S0 data is available, evidence

shows that manufacturing received the bigger share, amounting in the case of

Egypt and Zimbabwe to 25,8 per cent and 20.? per cent of the total respectively*

Transport and communications sector is a close second with a share of'20.5 per ;
cent ii> Egypt, 19.1 per cent in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and 17.2 per cent in.

Kenya. Capital formation in agriculture, however, received only 8 per cent in ;
Egypt, 10.5 per cent in Kenya and 12 per cent in each of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

and Zimbabwe. Mining including petroleum received considerable attention in Egypt

and Zimbabwe, with shares of 12.6 per cent and 16.3 per cent respectively. Taken'

over a longer timeframe, commodity producing sectors (i.e., agriculture, mining ,

and manufacturing) would account for about half of fixed capital formation. ' ;

26. Despite the fall of the rate of investment, the realized rate is still

very high considering the level of income and the absorption capacity of coun

tries. The problem is not essentially one of under-investment but rather of the

productivity of investment. Generally speaking, incremental capital output

ratios (ICORs) are not only high but also rising steeply for all groups of

countries* These trends in ICORs reflect major declines in the utilization of ;

capacity, resulting in most cases from an assortment of factors like inappro^ .

priate distribution of investible funds, locational problems, infrastructural

gaps, poor levels of planning* organization and control, inappropriate techno
logy, lack of adequate linkages as well as failure to obtain imported inpu<6§

and spare parts due to lack of foreign exchange. : ■■■■■".;■>

. .: ', ; ; IV. AGRICULTURE , '■. e
■ "■■■-■..■._ : <: ■ .'..'.:;:

27. Agriculture has been recognized as a key sector by both the IDS and the;

Lagos Plan of Action and a rate of growtn of 4 per cent in agriculture produc

tion was set as target for developing countries. Both the Strategy for the

African region and the Lagos Plan of Action give a high priority to the agricul
tural sector, particularly emphasizing the attainment of, regional food sufficiency.

Unfortunately, the results in the African region have been far behind the objectives

28. Agricultural output in 1980-1984 based on value added recorded a dismal

growth rate of merely 0,1 per cent for the region as a whole with declines in

1>bth 1983 and 1984. the downturn-was due primarily to the ravages of the drought
4in West and North Africa and parts of Eastern and Southern Africa during, the -
period 1982-1984. Apart from lower cereal production, there was a drop in tjie pro

duction of roots and tubers as well as other crops like vegetable oils and: pulses.
Overall, per capita food production declined in the region with a significant
increase in the number of food-deficit countries. Indeed by 1982, 27 African
countries were assessed to be food-aid-dependent countries.
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29. For developing,Africaas a whole, cereal production grow by a mere 1,3 per
cent xn 1981, but declined thereafter as a result of'the drought and the in
sufficiency of rains during 1982-1983. Roots arid'tubers production recorded
a net deterioration. In sub-Saharan Africa pulses, roots and tubers account for
27 per cent of agricultural output; by comparison cereals represent only 17 per
cent of production. The livestock sector suffered seriously from the drought
conditions and insufficiency of rains in many, parts of the region.

30. While between Xi)7u and 1980 the volume of cereal imports to developing ,
Africa increased at ^average annual rate of 13.5 per cent, the rate of increase
between 1980 and 1983 was 4.1 per cent. Given the increase in tiie prices
of cereals, the increase in Africa's food bill was quite high.

Cereal imports to developing Africa

....... ';'.'■ Value
- Quantity (in millions of

'■ ";';';./" (000.MT) us dollars)

■1970

1975

1380

1983

Source: FAO Secretariat ' .■.;.,

31. According to data provided oy FAO, production of the major industrial
crops (cocoa, coffee, cotton, groundnuts, sisal and tobacco) in developing
Africa increased by 11.7 percent in 1981 after>; drop of 5.3 per cent i/1980
as a result of tne bumper coffee, groundnut and sugar-cane harvests in 1$81.
The situation changed in tlie 1982-1984 period when output of most agricultural
cash crops was affected by the drought. gncuiwwi

32. In a largu majority of African developing countries, the setting of official

producer prices at unremuneratiye levels has been one of the most damaging policies

in agriculture, in some countries, the producer prices of most agricultural'exports
remained frozen or barely increased for a! number of years, being revised only re

cently. In some others, the rise in producer prices has been well below the rate of

inflation and is therefore unlikely to'stimulate peasant production for export.
Producer prices for food crops have been'raised far more slowly than those cash
crops. In some cases, uniform prices-are-prescribed for all regions without due

regard being paid to heavy transport costs, although some countries are working
to correct such anomalies. ' ■ ' : ■-....= ■

33. Many public agencies responsible for price support have limited scope for

improving marketing arrangements because they lack adequate storage facilities;
or sufficient official buying stations and agents. In addition, they are subject
to extreme political pressure and are often overstaffed, while at the same - ■

time lacking skilled personnel. They have been given financial autonomy
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but have been granting loans for projects which have not been subjected to

the same kind of scrutiny as other government loans. This financial decentral-

ization with loss of control goes some way towards explaining their poor per^-

formance. .. . :

34. In addition to unfavourable prices, the overvaluation of the currency,

the heavy taxation of agricultural exports, the inefficiency of marketing

agencies have combined to discourage agricultural production.

35. Other problems are manpower shortages, a general lack of research facili

ties, a lack of co-brdiriation and essential linkages between research and
extension services, poor transport infrastructure, bewildering and inconsistent .

transport rules and regulations, tariff and non-tariff barriers and the lack of

commodity intelligence services and proper trading arrangements,

36. Fortunately a change in policies is perceptible in the region. A sign

of this was the adoption by governments of numerous resolutions stretching

from the Freetown resolution (1976) to the Lagos Plan of Action (1980) call

ing for a change of direction in agriculture. This is now at last beginning to

be implemented and an encouraging development is the shift of emphasis shown by

the increasing share of development resources allocated for agriculture. Special

efforts are being made by African Governments in reducing food losses and build

ing national stockpiles to ensure a minimum safe level of basic food stocks.

Moreover, incentive structures are being improved and the important question cf

producer prices is finally being attended to. Efforts are also made to intro

duce water management and irrigation schemes and effect modest improvements in

marketing and physical infrastructure,

37. Most countries in Africa have started field demonstration and pilot activi

ties for the prevention of post-harvest food losses-, These include construction
of storage facilities at farmi and rural centres and improvement of drying, conser

vation, processing and storage facilities for cereals, roots arid tubers. These

activities are well under way in all 16 countries of West Africa, 11 countries in

Eastern and Southern Africa, four in Central Africa and Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire.

V. ENERGY AND MINING

38. African oil production i,n value terms declined significantly during the

period under review asa result o£ a significant fall in prices between 1980
and 1984. The over-supply on the .world market worsened in 1982 and the pressure

on prices intensified* With lower demand, exports fell sharply, however, a heal

thy trend was registered as.a result; of a general increase in oil output.by non-

OPfcC producers like Egypt, Angola and the Congo.

3j, Petroleum products are the most important items in commercial energy con

sumption. It is estimated that the consumption of petroleum products reached

58C5 million tons in 1980, however, with rising prices, consumption has been

curtailed in oil-importing countries. Governments have introduced various measures

to limit, consumption, such as, raising prices or imposing direct rationing. Since
the middle of 1931 atfleast .12 countries have raised petroleum prices* Assistance
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in financing petroleum imports has been sought from international organizations,

including the OPEC Fund for international development-. Government Controls on
the distribution of petroleum imports has also increased.

40. For the majority of the population which draws its energy from fuelwood'and

animal:wastes, the situationworsened-perceptibly in 1981-1984. With higher oil

prices, consumption of energy fof domestic purposes shifted back to fuelwbod-and

other traditional sources of energy. But their prices have increased significantly

in some countries, fuel expenditure coming to;represent a sizable share ofithe

family budget, while in the<countryside the collection'of fuelwood represents'a

lieaKy burden on the female population. The magnitude of the problem is best under

stood when it is realized that in 1980 for example wHile total commercial^energy

consumption amounted to 203 kg of coal equivalent, the consumption of fuelwood

represented 280 kg of coal equivalent,

41. The latest complete data on electricity production date to the year 1982,

giving a total pf 91,495 GWh for developing Africa, of which 57.3 per cent 'we're

jfrydropcwefc Though complete data are not available, partial data indicate the\'-y>

'production is increasing around 6.7 per cent a year, with drops in exceptional'

years like 1983. where drought affected water supplies in'Nest Africa. A number

of countries are increasing efforts to develop hydroelectr'icity to replace imported
oil.- ■;■■ ■= ' •

42>, The abundance of energy resources in Africa shows that conditions are good

for;the attainment of the objectives of the IDS. Apart from commercial energy"
resources there are good prospects for non-commercial forms of energy.

43. Important oil discoveries were made during the period under review in the

Ivory Coast, 1(Jameroon and other West African countries. Exploration in some ^

African countries is still going on and more oil deposits are being discovered-

44*;, jMast African oil producers have nationalized their oil resources and have
insisted ithat foreign compianies should operate in partnership with the govern

ment, Qfr well agi specifying a minimum level of investment. Recently, a system

of "production .shying" has bean introduced in some countries in order to
accelerate prospecting. Total refining capacity in Africa is growing,Lithe "

objective being to increase the percentage of oil which is refined in the pro

ducing countxies.nl-1

45. The period ;1981^iaS4 was a difficult one for the mining! industry.' Poor

demand resulting from the continued world recession led to a general decline in

the processing |O£ mineral ores. Mineral prices fell well below the marginal

cost rpf production in onany cases, forcing mining companies either to close down'

or cturtjail production and investments or eVett to disinvest.' ! In the oircumstrarices,
V£lue added ii£ mining in developing Africa 4s estimated to have fallen by as much
as 6*2 per cenfo between 1980 and 1984. -As-consumption has fallen, capacity has
also been reduced. In part, this reflects temporary closures but also represents,
in some cases, the exhaustion of ore bodies and the fact that new mines are not

being developed to, replace them. With reduced supply capability, gross revenues
are;unlikely to expand in line With prices, and the financing of new capacity from
internal resources will remain a problem. Thus, important as the long-term"capital
funding may be, the producers1 current concern is for revenue to finance existing
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operations and inventories. Some producer countries' governments have assisted

through currency Revaluation, hence, if prices and revenues are to be sustained,
reduced demand must be met by reduced supply.

46. From the standpoint of the mineral producers, the short-term worrying

element is the alarming gulf that has developed'between the price level re
quired t6 sustain existing operations arid the one necessary to encourage new
primary development. This increased spread between "survivaltrprices and "new
mine11 prices suggests that extreme price variations could be the norffl for the

balance of the 1980s as the market moves from shortages - and the need for new

capacity - to periods of temporary over-supply. Such development could hardly ;

be welcome to either producers or consumers. -'■'■■

VI. MANUFACTURING

47. For the manufacturing sector, the IDS called for the implementation of
the Lima Declaration and stated that the sector should grow by at least 9 per
cent a year. During the Second Development Decade, African manufacturing (includ

ing electricity) grew by an average of 5.7 per cent per year, faster than overall
GDP but insufficient to radically change the structure of the economy. In fact
by 1980 the share of manufacturing in total GDP was only 9.5 per cent unchanged since
the early 1970s. Africa contributed less than 0,2 per cent of total world manu

facturing and the number of persons occupied in manufacturing represented less
than 10 per cent of total active population. Moreover, manufacturing was highly

concentrated in a few countries, and particularly in the oil-exporting countries
which were responsible for most of the investment.

48. Between 1980 and 1^84 the rate of growth of manufacturing value added at

1980 constant prices fell to only 1.6 per cent. The sharp deterioration is

evident in practically all regions and countries and particularly among the
most industrialized countries. In North Africa, the rate of growth of manufac
turing was only 4.5 per cent between 1980-1984, In West Africa, manufacturing

production contracted in the region as a whole by about 3 per cent yearly. In

Central Africa, manufacturing Value added increased by 7.1 per cent a year, !

while Eastern and Soutiioiu Africa recorded a steauy decline of 1.2 per cent in
manufacturing value added between 1981 and 1984.

49. The root cause of the depressed state of the manufacturing sector is in

the recession hitting the economy on the whole, but other factors are also at

play and the situation is quite different from one country to another.
. : i ■

50. In the oil-exporting countries, which have invested considerably in manu

facturing during the 1970s, the fall in oil revenues has been translated in a

fall in demand in their internal markets and in a cutback on industrial investment.
This was particularly clear in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Nigeria where the

Governments took direct measure's to reduce expenditure in the economies and
particularly the size of the investment programmes.

51. In other countries, manufacturing was affected by restrictions on the import
of inputs, including energy because of the balance-of-payments squeeze brought
about by falling export revenues while the cost of imports had gone up. Random '
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factors were also at play, particularly woather: this concerns particularly those
countnes which suffered from drought. The resulting decline of agricultural l
production has been translated into a shar fll i th d i

hich suffered from drought. The resulting decline of agricultural
production has been translated into a sharp fall in the dnput supply to industry
which has been forced to cut production. In other instances, the problems were
more deep-seated and concerned the structure, and management of the manufacturing
sector, particularly in countries; like Zaire, Qhana and the United Republic of
Tanzania. In ttie latter,1 manu^cturin^ value,added felL by almost a third
while capacity utilization fell in some gases Lito only 10 per cent.

African manufacturing comprises mainly consider or so-called "light" indu
s* iiasic metal transformation and,mechanical industries are weak and no
tTff *? ** far>emerged i ^ S

52.

stries* d,echanical industries are weak and no
^ITotTff ?« ** far>emerged in ,^s respect Steel production was estim
ated atr,2.87>nita-tons irt!1983 or-l^ .per cent-;of total wo^d^roduction ";
Itj^as however beeri increasing rapidly especially as a result of investments
made in steel production in Nigeria, Algeria and Egypt. The production of an
other basic metal., aluminium, is growing rapidly, but the volume produced is
negligabie ^ar6d to world output (4 per cent). As for coppWr, tHe main producer

**r**. ?%?■' the Production wasldepressed with world deiftattd at a low level.

53. InvestMent'in manufacturing has constantly been given priority by African
Govexnmeitts and' this policy has continued despite the difficulties of the current
period,- It is not possible however to give global figures as to the volume of
manufacturing investment in Africa and its overall trend. In Egypt, for exanmle
investment in Manufacturing has remained around 25-50 per cent oftota!inS
ment,:while in Algeria considerable investments have been made in-heavy "industry
In Nigeria with growing oil revenues, investment in manufacturing has grow^^*
very rapidly anc! considerable projects have been undertaken; But inWUatter
period the investment drive ;tt&S run ground following the cutting in half of" "
^gena*s oil rjVehues, Apart/ftira [oil exporters, the Ivory-Coast is'orie^bf the
few countries where-nanufatturing: investment iias boon significant, but i^rat^ "
of increase has slowed markedly with the onset of acute economic difficulties'
in t\te country. *t-*^»

;i - ;..- 'i ■

; ^^°r°?nt ^ ^^f^^'ins is negligible accounting for less than 10 *>er
°T tlW regi°n 3S a Who1" th the PeSd 1981 '

^^r? ^ fs gg accounting for less than 10 *>er

',?!?1 •^■■■t1° hfe beeT1 ° slowdown in the growth of manufacturing emMoy-
in line with the depression affecting the sector, m some countries llfce

h«i rE™SS of manufa«^ing Products are small, and if refined petroleum and
basic metals are excluded they are almost non-existent. Only a few countries

p

ed they are almost non-existent. Only a few countries
not wlf! ET? ,indUs£rial exP°«s (rained Petrotou»^dlLJr25E
not included)^d they have been affected either, by increasing protectionism in
induciulued countries, by 5a?siag demapd in traditional Sric^mar^s or
by the competition of Latin American and/or Asian producers who 22 both'
greater productivity and lesser labour costs. An/exMrti.- of countries affected
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VII, TRANSPORT AtfD COMMUNICATIONS ' ■

56. Both the International Development Strate^r and the Strategy for the Economic
Development of Africa lay considerable emphasis on the need to develop the transport
and communications sector. Adequate support is called for in the implementation
of Transport and Communications Decade in Africa. , This emphasis derived frora
the underdeveloped status of transport and communications, in which the region
is grossly underequipped. Road density in Africa ranges from a low of about r
0.007 km/km2 in Burkina Faso to a'pigh of 1 kjn/km2 for Mauritania with an overall
average for the entire region of 0.05 km/Jcm2. The average motor vehi-lc
density is only 9.2 vehicles per 1,000 people, and the total number passenger
and commercial vehicles in use in Africa make up only 1.87 per cent and 3.17 per
cent of the world totals respectively. Africa's share in the world merchant
tleet capacity is only 1.3 per cent, in total world air freight 3.2 per cent and
in total world air passenger traffic 5 per cent. ; . .;

57. ^Within the framework of the programme for the Transport and Communications
Decade in Africa,'African Governments have decided to join forces to expand and
co-ordinate transport and conimunication infrastructure and to improve services
generally through: (a) the promotion and development of integrated infrastruc
ture; (b) tne formulation and implementation of harmonized transport and coraami^
cation regulations and rules on a subregional and regional basis; (c) the mini
mization and facilitation of procedures to permit easier access to land-locked
countries and isolated"regions and the faster movement of persons and goods; and
Cd)_the promotion of the development of basic transport and communications indu
stries ■■in Africa.

58. The programme is now in its second phase. Overall progress in implementing
the phase I programme has in general been good, however, certain snecific problems
which require urgent corrective measures can already fc,e discerned. * Unless and
until these are adequately resolved, the rate of implementation of the entire pro
gramme for the DeCade could be adversely affected and full impact not achieved,

59. National projects have fared much better than regional and subregional pro
jects m attracting financing, as a result of the individual efforts made by each
country to secure funding for its national projects. Regional and subregional
projects have suffered from relative neglect by countries and regional or sub-
regional organizations or institutions, which in addition are not in a position
to contract, loans for such projects.; A. possible solution to this probleffl wouid
be for African countries involved in regional or subregional projects to desi
gnate a country or organization to contract loans for implementing sucK projects.

60. There remains a manifest lack of co-operation among African airline in-
scheduling, establishing new routes within Africa, pooling arrangements and
granting traffic rights to other African airlines. This attitude is in conflict
with the established objectives of the Decade.

61. In a number of cases African countries are carrying out transport and
communications projects which do not appear in the programme for the Decade.
The effect is to reduce national and foreign inputs into the programme, which
has been agreed to and assigned the highest priority by all African countries.
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62. The standard transport- indexes of ton-km arid pdsse'riger-km are ribwhere
collected in a .regular; and reliable manner for road traffic in developing '

African countries. -r- It is Jiowever knojwn that a substantial share of total '

traffic in these countries':cpntinue^stp be moved tty[ rorady even though in most
countries the growth of road traffic is seriously constrained by shortages of -.;■

spare parts, inadequate maintenance facilities and poor maintenance standards, :..

high operation costs> the;scarcity and occasional rationing of fuel arid the

extremely poor condition of .the greater part of the road netwdrk, ali.'of wtiich
leave a large proportion^of the motor fleet immobilized for long periodsy]'''

63. No reliable estimates are available on railway traffic during 19#0-1984,

The general impression is that traffic in ton-km decreased. X)n the Other hand,
passenger-km Carried seems to have increased. Traffic growth has been'steady

in only a few countries; in most ^ growth either stagnated Or was erratic. The

recessioniin the industrialized countries, which has resulted in lowex volumes

of African exports, together with probable competition1 from roadsV to a large
extent explain the sluggish performance of the railway sector in thfe period

under review. Itj-should however be note4 that fuel costs, and rail transport*

costsin general, have increased significantly over the past six years, and it is ■
apparent that the inherent advantage of rail over road transport his not been .
demonstrated in the past few years,

64. In addition to basic design and other technical problems, most African rail

ways continued to face the problem of shortages of rolling-stock and other /equip-*

ment, poor maintenance of equipment and facilities, i&k ;6f snare ^arts,and fthe ■ .

inability to manufacture par^s and components locally, and poor management and < -

operations rfesulting partly from th^ fact that staff are inadequately trained and
inexperierited. With poor route alignments and consequent low average speeds, ■:;;
equipment is often held up longer than necessary and shortages, result at one or :;
both ends of operations. \ '

65. Data on' individualport traffic were not uniformly available foi* most African:
ports. The available evidence indicates that there Were no significant changes ■.;<><
in the quantity of goods■loaded and unloaded at major ports between 1980 and 1984.■

66;.! During the period under reyi.pw» efforts have been made in several African ^;

countries to construct new facilities or expand and modernize exisiting-structures4,
including the acquisition of modern handling equipment. However, fhe 'fact remains
that then basis problem.at African ports is low through put, which directly emanates
from inefficient management,, inadequate equipment and poor operational practices." v
and procedures. This trend, has been.clearly indicatecl in many countries whe#e< o
emergency relief operations were greatly hampered by port and logisl&tiaT riM
ciencies. i-,, - ■ ■■ -..^ , ..-,. .... ' ; ■' -' ''-'.-.■ o:'*'

67. Africais rserved by: about. 51 dpme^tic African, airlines an'd^some 40' f&tePgti inter
national airlines. Overall performance in the air transport 'sector does not:saanKtc
have improved much in 1980-1984, largely becuase of the downturn in the^vforldre*ronomys

the prevailing high rates of inflation and the very modest nrocess in co-operation
and co-ordination arrangements made among African airlines themselves.
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68. The development of telecommunication systems in Africa has been consider

ably extended and improved. However, the rate of development still lags behind

the target of one telephone per 100 inhabitants by the end of the Decade in most

areas. International traffic is increasing rapidly, mainly as a result of the

installation of new satellite earth stations and the extension of the PANAFTEL

network.

69. As far as the expansion of technical facilities is concerned, the most

important single programme continues to be the construction of the PANAFTEL

network. Its principal objective is the provision of high-quality telegraohj
telex and video circuits in African countries to overcome the problem of routing

intra-African traffic through foreign centres, a problem which adversely affects

intra-African communications and trade. The programme was started several years

ago and many of its components are now operational, including 360,000 km of

radio-relay routes, troposcatter systems and coaxial and submarine cable. In

addition to the transmission routes, several automatic international telephone

switching centres have become operational*

70. Analysis of data shows that 16 per cent of the African countries average
less than 5,000 telephones, 36 per cent have 5,000 but less than 20,000 telephones,

32 per cent have more than 20,000 but less than 100,000, and the remaining 16 per
cent have above 100,000*

71. Overall telephone density in Africa is 0.76 telephones per 100 people. In
North Africa the density ranges from 1.13 to 6*37 per 100, while south of the

Sahara the range is from 0,09 to 2.9, except for Seychelles, which has 10.87

telephones for every 100 people. Telephone density has increased at an annual

growth rate of about 14 per cent for the past four years, from 0.40 to 0.76 per

100 people, but the density is still the lowest of any region in the world.

72. The major obstacles to satisfactory long-run development of telecommunication
services in Africa is the lack of skilled manpower, especially trained engineers.

Many African countries have less than 20 professional telecommunication engineers

in their entire national administration, and have little or no prospect of in

creasing the number by local training facilities* Qualified and experienced

technicians are also in very short supply. Finally, the lack of qualified pro

fessional personnel seriously hampers effective planning, maintenance, accounting
functions and administration of communication services,

73. Despite some progress in developing radio and television facilities, the

coverage and quality of broadcasting services in the region remains very poor

by world standards. Tnere are only seven radio receivers for every 100 people,

the lowest ratio of any continent and only a third of the number in South

America. The coverage of television broadcasts is often limited to small areas

of the country, because of inadequate transmission facilities or the unavail

ability of electric power for receivers in rural areas within the transmission
coverage range, ,,
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74. Although countries face different specific local circumstances and plan
their broadcasting system development accordingly, several problems are common
to most of the region. Financing of capital investment in the sector is a

serious problem faced by all African, countries. This is due partly to the fact
that plans for broadcasting are not co-ordinated with national development plans
and partly to the fact that broadcasting often falls victim to the need for cutting
or postponement of activities which derives from the scarcity of resources. All
African countries wish to extend the coverage of broadcast services to rural
areas, where approximately 80 per cent of the population lives, uut progress

towards this aim has been only moderate as a result of the high cost of basic
facilities. Completion of PANAFTEL.routes will be particularly useful in this
respect since they will provide direct linkages to rural facilities. Another
prerequisite for wider reception in rural areas is greater availability of low-
cost receivers; the setting up of national or subregional assembly plants could
substantially reduce prices and save valuable foreign exchange. Recent encour
aging steps have been taken in this direction.

75. Despite remarkable^efforts by some countries, postal services in the re
gion have not kept pace with growing demand and development in other areas.
The coverage of postal services is inadequate in most countries, especially
in areas outside the capital and a few other major cities. Door-to-door deliv
ery of mail, which is the common denominator of developed and efficient postal
services in industrialized countries, is a rarity. No real physical improve
ment in postal services has been achieved in the past four years.

VIII. EXTERNAL TRADE, J)EBT AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

76. Africa was the region most affected by the decline of world trade in 198i-
1982 and.was the slowest to benefit from the recent recovery in the world eco
nomy. tVhile the volume of wori,d,trade increased by 0.5 per cent in 1981 arid
declined by 2.5 per cent in 1982, the volume of African exports fell by 18.6
per cent and 7.6 per cent in 1981 and 1982, compared to an increase of 2.5*per
cent in 1981 and a decrease of 2.5 per cent for developing countries as a whole
During 1980-1984, Africa experienced a decline of 22.9 per cent in the volume
of its exports.

77. African exports were hurt by the fall in demand in industrialized countries
• iSS" °U exPorters'; which accounted for 65.5 per cent of total African exports
JJLl Z • exPerienced a drastic fall in revenue, the value of their exports in
1984 being 49.0 per cent of their level of 1980. Substitution for oil and
energy conservation measures combined with the recession to cut deeply in the

*Tl °PEC Crude oil and tiie Prices for oil started to decline by the end
of 1982 so tnat lower oil production in OPEC member countries could not be com
pensated for by price increases.

78. Non-oil-exporting countries were also affected by declining export revenues
as the price of most major commodities fell on international markets. But the
decline in their revenue was smaller, exports being in 1984 practically the same
level as in 1980, . ■-. ■■<<:
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79; Between ;1981 ;an<U,q|i4 imports decreased in volume as a result5 o^cfeciinina
export revenues and the .tightening of the financial situation which necessitated
the adoption of measures, to restrict imports. , Total imports are estimated to

tZl w, ^-W/iPfo'PP,.!'*- 7<S PW cent,between 1980 ahS 1984. This was the first
??/*V31mi>?d b?en "to^sltoiMJ^ttd the second time,since

tZl w, ^/! . s was the
lQ«r■ ??/,*V31mi>>?d b?en "to^sltoiMJ^ttd the second time,sinc
^"l,,^* d^-Jlel?f:.-mons "*> >»** pronounced in;oil-exporting countries,
several of whomparl.icularly Nigeria, took severe measures to reduce imports.

%$$ "^ °bSerVed in the structurc °f trade, neither in the product
^f structure. Oil is still the major commodity repre

%$$ the structurc °f trade, neither in the produ
S , ^ ^-f structure. Oil is still the major commodity, repre-

bu?ed I iHJv ?? T* lfal eXpOJttS " 1981' *ile <*■>« **»»ls contributed 4.7 per Cent and agricultural products 9.1 per cent. On imports the pro-

61 7 It??^FT* t™*™^ comP^d to theP1970s:; Manufacture" goo£?ook
p . per cent. On imports the

61 7 It??^FT* t™*™^ comP^d to theP1970s:; Manufacture" goo£
A 7 III I J^< ^a' ln lm' f00d 14°8 'P**--*"*? b«t f^ls accounted

i i 070
A 7 III I J^< ^a' ln lm' f00d 14°8 'P**-*"*? b14.7 per cent compared to roughly 5 ,per, ceiit only in 1070

"\ .Indu?tyfaliz?f countries of the OECD remain the major trade partners of •
Africa taking 78.9;Per cent of exports in 1982. The trade of Africa with other
STSS h«fil^lifd ?1/h°W ?*TiOt Chang6S' «■*> "^^ development is
Africa^ sffi5*fei-f/1Ca u" ^etotBl tr?do of developing countries:
Atricas Exports declined as a share of developing countries exports from IS 8
percent in 198Q_t0 12,6 iPe,r cent ,in 1982, indicafing *toiimi$%££i&,
position for African countries. This was observed botn for oil Exporter's
and non-oil exporters*

tin Ah-n d25^Cit reached record proportions in 1982, with a figure of minus
♦ lu.o Dii.ion. This, was in sharp contrast with the situation in 1980 when there

I^^rS i *! !\8MiU;i0n°' ^e situation improved in 1983 with a trade
deticit of only $9.8 billion, but the. balance.on current account was still a
consifetatfte $17,3 billion. The-high figure was explained by the decS
otticzal transfers and the fall of capital inflows, forcing African countries,
to dr^w on thexr reserves to the, tune of $5,8 billion in 1982 and $3.1 billion:
in 1983. In U84, the tradeglance,,.re corded a small surplus of ^0,5 bilUb'nl ,.

level" aCC°Unti being °f $i° billion> or ^ss than half its 1982

83^ Ths financial' situation of, most.countries'has thus been difficult during
nf 4™aw ^980^1984 V-^ the total reserves representing less than: three months"
of imports for most of;the years. In addition, it appears there has been a
decline in non-cpncessional flows to African countries. Africa is therefore,
threatened by^a serious debt problem, which is estimated to have reached$150
Dillion by 1983. ; ; :.; , . . ' * ,.

IX. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

™f;+'n^ ^nt^ati°^1 Qevel0Pment Strategy for the Third United Nations Develop
ment Decade makes the attainment of social progress a primary objective of the
international community during the Decade, Each country is called u^on to
freely determine and implement appropriate policies for social development within
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the framework of its development plans, priorities and in accordance with its

cultural identity, socio-economic structure and stage of development. Specific
measures Ire 'called tor particularly in respect of population, employment, edu

cation, health-and women. Special attention is also to be paid to the environ

ment and human settlements*

85a At mid-1980 the population of Africa was estimated to be growing by 2.8 per

cent on average per annum, a rate of 14 per cent higher than the average for develop- .

ing countries as a whole* This rapid rate of growth ;is associated with high
rates of growth of the urban population (5.3 per cent around 1980), a hi^h pro-,
portion of youth (41*4 per cent of the estimated total population around 1980

consisted of children under 15 years of age), and therefore a high dependency
ratio (about 89 in 1981)„ These factors obviously have serious implications

for socio-economic developments For example, pressure for a substantial in- '
crease in food supplies and agricultural production tends to constrain the ,',
allocation of resources to other economic and social sectors. . ..

86. Currently about 16 African countries have an explicit objective of reducing
their population growth rates,, Most of these have national family planning pro
grammes. There is thus a growing change in attitudes to family planiling which

was widely Held to be opposed to local traditions. The question however is whether

family planning will be adopted and practised by a significant proportion of the
population in the absence of basic economic and social changes. It has therefore .,

been suggested that countries wishing to reduce their birth rates should in ".

addition to instituting birth control facilities, consider policies tp change %he

social and economic conditions which affect birth control practices arid fertility

levels. .

87 s The estimated total labour force in Africa was 165.4 million or 36.7 per

cent of the total population in 1980, having grown by about 32.9 million people

in the preceding 10 years. Of this total addition to the labour force,, only [..]".'<[]
ISA million found meaningful employment. The incidence of employment, under- ''
employment and mass poverty is therefore pervasive. Available data on income: .

distribution Coupled with data on per capita income suggest that about 257 mil
lion or 70 per cent of the estimated total African population is now destitute ...'.

or on the^ verge of poverty.' . \".

88O The creation of employment opportunities therefore remains a major preoccupa

tion in developing African countries and considerable efforts continue to be

expended in this respects During the remaining years of the 1980s such efforts

will need to b& directed more concertedly on redressing the imbalance between

the growth of the labour force, urban population, education and the overall

growth of the economy<, It will also be necessary to reorient training and

education in order to eliminate the mismatch between job opportunities.

89. The crucial role of education in human resource development is how widely

recognized-and impressive progress has been made in this area. Budget ailoc^
tions for education generally range from 18 to 28 per cent of public expend!- ,
tureo African countries are however finding it increasingly difficult t'6...

maintain the momentum of educational development and expansion which character

ized the years immediately following the attainment of political independence.



The school-age population' has been growing rapidly at a time when educational
costs are also on the increase. At the orimary level such countries as Cameroon
Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius aritfTogo have virtually attained universal primary
education. However at least 13 countries have enrolment rates well below 30
per cent. For most countries, the bottleneck occurs at the secondary level
where school places are limited and about 60-80 per cent of those leaving
primary school are left out. .

90. Apart from cost considerations, measures to expand educational opportuni
ties will have increasingly to include quality control so that instead of help
ing to swell the rank of the educated unemployed, the educational system will
hold the promise of better employment opportunities, .■>..".

91. Marked improvements Tiave been made in the level of health standards in the
region,, Like educational facilities however, health facilities remain grossly
inadequate and unevenly distributed. Mortality rates continue to be high
especially among infants and young children under five years of age. The over
all doctor/population ratio for the region is about 1:6,S00. The availability
of wholesome water is becoming"ii-critical issue even in large urban centres.
A number of governments have set up bodies to implement and monitor nutrition
programmes., butr recognition of the importance of nutrition is still far from
widespread. • : , .,..

92. The range and urgency of health requirements in Africa have been beyond
the scope of conventional medical facilities, since these are largely capital
intensive. Several countries have therefore launched Primary Health" Care
(PHC) programmes to generate the impetus for improved health from the grass
roots*

93* A rapid pace of urbanization is observed throughout Africa. This has
brought with it a variety of social problems which continue to call for urgent
action. A most pressing problem in this category is the shortage of adequate
housing. It is estimated that for the region as a whole the rate of increase
in housing is approximately: 3-:.uhits/l,000 annually, while the need is estimated
at between 10 to 13 units/T,0000 With the growth rate of African towns and
cities estimated at 5 per cent on average per annum, the urban population estim
ated to be living in slums and squatter settlements is between 50 and 60 per cent.

? ' ■ X. THE LEAST DEVELOPED-COUNTRIES ;

94. The African least developed countries, individually and as a group, ex
perienced a persistent deterioration in their economic growth between 1981 and -
1984. Overall GDP recorded an average annual growth rate of only 0*83 per cent ;
in real terms during this period, against 2.S and 3.6 per cent in 1970-1975 and :
1975-1980 respectively, which corresponds to an annual average decline in per
capita GDP of ^2,0 per cent from $273 to $257 at 1981 prices. Ethiopia, Uganda,
the Sudaiv and- the 'United Republic of Tanzania contributed about 53; per cent of •■ -
total value addeit of all African LDCs during the 1981-1984 period. Apart from
Botswana, wnose GDP'growth rates was estimated at 11.5 in real terms, much more
than the 5NPA annual growth target of 7,2 percent set for LDCs for the 1980s,
all the- other African LDCs registered considerable declines in real GDP growth ;
rates o
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95. The major factors responsible for the poor economic growth and

Ss™£5J=^w*'S5=.ss'ss:S
accounts for nearly 47 6 per cent

implement public investment programmes and nrojects. suP^ort; measures to

^?^ffTing SeCtOr« which a"°""ts for an average of 7.6 Der cent of

13'6 ^ cent «»' ™P i" 1980
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performance of the mining sector in tenrs of irice levels and increased export
volumes, brought about a reduction of about 12 per cent in the overall trade

balance of the African LDCs between 1981 and 1984. Due to these developments,
the overall balance of payments maintained an average annual deficit of $598
million, while the current account deficit dropped from $1.8 billion to $1.6
billion. .The annual flow of external public debt increased by 3.5 per cent as
compared to the outstanding debt which rose -frba $11.5 billion in 1981 to about

$16^.4 billion in 1984. The annual debt service payments was 6quiyalent to 25
per cent of the annual export earnings. In contrast, net disbursements of [
total external resources flow to the African LSCs declined by 1.2 per cent from

$4.7 billion in 1981 to $4.6 billion in 1983 which handicapped the implementa
tion of public investment programmes,, The net disbursements of official develop
ment assistance (ODA) increased by only 0e36 per cent annually during 1981-1983,
while ODA commitments declined by about 2 per cent, ;

101. In order to overcome -those internal ana extornil I~>Uance<i. the African
LDCs have taken a number of policy measures which are aimed at: (a) enhancing
the productive activities and the exploitation of natural resources; (b) restoring
financial balance through austerity measures on the budget; (c) stablizing the
external payment situation at the level wl.sre it dees not jeopardize growth. In

order to,, reduce expenditures or. high capital-intensive development projects and/
or those with high operation costs, some LDCs h£.ve initiated measures to mobilize
unemnloyed and underemployed labour, especially in public work programmes. A

good number of these measures were part of the various economic and financial
stabilization or structural adjustment programmes designed in collaboration with
the IMF or the World Sank.

102. With regard to monetary asncctr, -fter e. Urge expansion of the money supply
between 1980 and 1982 ivhich resulted ir inflationary pressures, the African LDCs
resorted to restraining hnnk credit r>art5cuj-rly to the public sector and instituted

strict controls in the management of foreign exchange reserves. The overvaluation
of the exchange rates in most of the countries had resulted in a substantial
decrease in government receipts from imnort and export taxes which constitutes
an average of over 50 per cent of total rever:.-■*„

103. A'SyCan be discerned from the above, the economic growth and the future
development prospects of the African LDCs are considerably influenced by external
factors, especially international resource flows and other support measures like
compensation for shortfalls in export earnings With tha present economic environ
ment, the medium-term prospects for the African LDCs are not bright as GDP growth
in real terras is projected to be around 2.8 per cent which is a far cry from the
targetsof 7.2 per cent annual growth rats envisaged in the SNPA for the 1980s.

XI. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION IN AFRICA LDCs-/

104. In the context of paragraph 111 of the Substantial New Programme of Action
(SNPA) fpr the 1980s, for the least developed countries, 11 Roundtable Conferences
(Benin^, Burundi, Cape Ver;de;< the Comoros, Djibouti, the Gambia,' Guinea-Bissau,
Lesotho,, Malawi,, Mali and Rwanda) and three Consultative Group Meetings (Somalia*
the Sudan and Uganda) have been organized,-with the aim of mobilizing the requisite
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external financial and technical assistance for the implementation of the
countries1 4eveioT>ment plans and public investment programmes drawn up on ;
the basis of the strategies and priorities .established by the SNFA. Although

these meetings had arforded the participating donor countries, brlateral-and^,-.-■
multilateral firianciaj and technical assistance institutions an opportunity,, ^ <,

to gain an insight into the overall economic and financial problems of the -.-:.;.
recipient countries; it is still early to assess the success or failure of th.e
meetings; ^n view of the intangibie nature of the commitments made with respect

to resource flows and other support measures o ' ' .'.;

105. TW J^ricaiV UXis -Ua've :aiso .taken concrete actions aimed at strengthening -:
their planning capabilities for the effective implementation of the SNPA. v To

this end, the governments have designated;focal points f.r the monitoring of the.
Programme and idealaid-co-ordiitation mechanisms have been established to
follow-up on commitments made at reviev meetings and to ensure the judicious^>:;
use.of external resourCflS at the np.tional level.

ib<^:"Wiih teSpect'to themobilization of domestic resources in the context of ,
the SNPAi the African LDCs have taken a number of measures aimed at: (a) broaden*-

i h t rt itr

enterprises in order to maks them profit-oriented and self-financing; (c) s
control'"in public ex^er-dituxe; (d) resrvairang imports in order'to.cdnserve

and efficiently^ allocate scarce f<,T3ign excharige resources; (e) streamlining :-
or abandoning uneconomic projects,; and (f) the mobilization of the unemployed :.
and Underemployed for thoir v.articipatioi]i in t'iw development process.1 ," :;■

10,. the .unfavourable■■into-mr-.X and sxuf>ynaA economic environiiient has forced :
many African LDCs to devise structural aajustiaont and stabilisation prograffimes-
in coiiaboration with oitl^V..tha*:-f^MF or the Uprld Batik with a wide range of : ^
reforms requiring improvement in ir.anagemertt standards,, rehabilitation^^of'exist
ing installations and support activities in the directly productive sectors, , tj ■

especially agriculture, r«v^mpir\g .cartrdni institutional machineries and ex
change rate adjustments, ^sseshoxt-tern measures, which aim at restoring >^

the necessary balances in thu balance of payments and the recurrent budget,;
are in most cases divorced froir, the rsdium- and, long-term development programmes

planned under the SHPA and result i.i either complete abohdonment or indefinite
postponement in irapleEieutatiOinc Vhis factor may have enormous repercussions

on implementing the SN'?A iv. tli^ African region during the remaining years of -

the Progriamme, '"■ ■ : ■ ■ .-..■ . . . . . ''■' -;r- ■'"'■'-

' XII, POLICY ISSUES AND MEASURES ;'; "' ^

Iff8". The crisis situation that has confronted..the African region'fin the period

1980-1984 has had tremendous iuruications on policy issues* TKe* very efforts
for mere survival in many African countries have implied an abandonment or slow

down in the implemen&itiori of long-ieria objectives. Indeed, in the region as

a whole, policy emphasi3; now seems to have shifted towards rehabilitation and ;
revitalization of £ne African economies that had greatly been affected by

internal and external recession* ■,.. .:. ..,, : . .'■"';!'
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109. To correct internal and external disequilibrium and to be able to resume

steady growth, many African countries are currently embarking on adjustment
programmes mainly with IMF and World Bank support. More often than not, the

adopted policy packages included measures directed towards both the monetary

and real sectors of the economy with definite time-horizons for their implementa
tion. The search for additional resources abroad was also accompanied, at the

domestic level, by measures to curb demand, mainly through cuts in government
expenditure and setting ceilings for government and private sector borrowing

from the banking system. While the search for ways to achieve equilibrium
at minimum cost was universal, there were differences in the extent of their

success. Because of difficulties (social and political) to make major cuts

in current expenditure, the brunt of reduction of the cuts fell on capital ex
penditure, with serious implications for the development of productive capacity*
Efforts on the external front to mobilize resources to supplement domestic in
come and pay for imports of goods and services were equally arduous* Due to
the recession in the traditional donor countries, the flow of external bilateral
resources ebbed. Again, most countries were unsuccessful in mobilizing resources
from private international sources due to the deterioration in their credit
worthiness.

110. In these circumstances, developing Africa was obliged to-resort to some
times severe domestic policies to bring about external equilibrium* A wide

variety of policies was selected for their short- and long-run impacts, with

the particular aim of narrowing the payments gap in the -short-run. To minimize
current account deficit, the countries implemented two policies. One was to

cut down,imports through the use of instruments such as tariffs, import quotas

«nJ exchange controls. The policy of curbing imports seems to have been very
popular, since practically all countries adopted it. A second policy followed
by other countries (e.g., Ghana, Kenya, the Sudan, Uganda and Zaire) was cur
rency devaluation. This was expected to close the payments gap by making
imports more expensive and exports cheaper, and also to have lasting benefits

. due to the increased price of exportables in domestic currency which would
create incentives to increase production. Another policy, used more for its
long-term impact than its immediate benefits, was to change the domestic rate
of interest. This policy was not universally amlied, and its efficacy under
the Very rapid inflation conditions, as prevailing in most African countries,
is put under question. Controversy is continuing also about the merit of
devaluation even in countries which have already done so. A growing body of
opinion is now developing whose advocates, while rejecting IMF-type packages
and.advocacy of economic openers, profess that more could be achieved through
increased tapping of the region's enormous natural endowments and broader
popular participation in the development process. This is a long-term object
ive; in the short- and medium-terms, the improvement in the level of economic
management is emphasized.

111. Manufacturing however has continued to get a high priority in the govern
ment programmes, but with the recession, cuts have been made in investment

expenditure in many cases because of lesser resources available. This has
been particularly the case in oil-exporting countries like Nigeria and the
Libyan Arab Jamaldriya, where an overall reduction in expenditure has affected
investment. In other cases, like the Ivory Coast, though investment has
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not delined, its rate o.f.-growth .has. dropped significantly. It is quite impos

sible to measure precisely the trend.in manufacturing investment for the African

region as ar.whole* i.iowever,.'t.'te figures for. total capital formation,'which sh'ow. '
a significant decline.since 1981., .are indicative of the trend. .... .

112. African countries have followed since independence various industrial

development strategies, with emphasis on import substitution and protectionism.

But of late,,it appears that these strategies have failed to ac.tieve their

stated objectives, Dependence on.imported inputs lias increased, which has

proved particularly damaging at a time of balance-of-payments .difficulties. , .

Despite protection from outside competition, most; industries have incurred heavy

losses and have come to depend on government subsidies, while the protection

system itself has tended to discourage local production of machinery and tools.

113. Another key orientation of policy has been the direct control of the manu

facturing sector through state enterprises which, in some, instances, have come

to contribute the greater share of manufacturing production. However, increasing

problems have been, encountered with state enterprises which have in most cases,,./ . .

led"to heavy losses due to overmanning, inadequate pricing policies, poor manage

ment and other problems. The nroJlems have become especially acute with the [ .

recession;and in some;cases capacity utilization has fallen drastically. .

114. Governments have reacted in many ways to the recession and significant

changes made in policies, it is recognized more and more that it is not,

feasible to follow rigid formulas like "import substitution" or "backwardslink

ages -producing industries" and that it is fundamental to give precedence to pro

fitability. Therefore, concerning state enterprises basic reforms have been in

troduced) providing for economic,pricing policies based on real costs and giving

management more flexibility. , Some governments have gone e,yen further by reduc

ing across the. board tae .wages paid in public enterprises and/or transferring

management to;private firms. At the same time measures have been taken to re
lax government controls restricting the private sector and particularly forei<*n

investment.

115. More emphasis is, now given by governments,to industries based on the trans

formation of local raw materials and taking advantage of comparative costs. This

is the case in the experiences carried out by some countries in export manu

factures an<L expoart. free zones, though the success scored in the examolo of ._ ,

Mauritius is threatened by protectionism in industrial countries1 markets.

MM* 'OUTLOOK FOR 1985 ' . ■.'.".,.

116. With the throat,of famine still hanging over some 21 African countries .".."..

and the forecasts for lower,growth in the OECD area, grpwth prospects for,f1985

in the.African region are not favourable. However,, some signs of improvement

have appeared in the weather j.n many areas of the continent: in East Africa,

normal short rains came 'jack in Kenya, and further south there was a definite ,

improvement in climatic conditions in Zambia and Zimbabwe; Malawi in fact is

escaping the drought. In tne Indian Ocean, Madagascar was affected not by

drought but by cyclones during 1984. However, drought is persistent in south

ern Africa, particularly in Mozambique, Botswana and Lesotho, In these con

ditions, it seems on balance reasonable to assume a definite improvement of

weather conditions in 1985 and consequently a good recovery of agricultural
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production region wide, though ;the food supply situation will remain very pre

carious^ "'the recovery of agricultural production will have a very strong

effect*on overall output in some countries: a good example is Senegal which is

dependent on the groundnut cycle, and where expectations of a better groundnut

crop in 1285 make for a forecast of GDI1 growth of 8.3 ner cent in 1385.

117. however, the magnitude of the food problem in 1985 is-a cause for concern:

according toFAO estimates, in 21 African countries there-is a total import re

quirement of 10.2 million tbrtsof grain for 1984/1985, and in the Sudan the

drought affecting some areas of the country combined with the increasing flood

of refugees from neighbouring countries could lead to a situation as dramatic

as the one prevailing in Ethiopia. .

118. In the mining sector, external demand considerations are decisive. For oil,

it is expected the consumption will grow world wide by only 1.5 per cent, after ■

a 2.1 per Cent growth in 1984, while OECD consumption will increase by 1.1 per

cent,1 These rates may be underestimated in view of the demand generated by ex

ceptionally cold weather in the beginning of 1985, but nevertheless point to a

continuing depression of the oil market. As a result, the pressure on prices will

continue and OPEC members will be especially affected. For Nigeria, it is unlikely

that production will be very much over the 1.4 million barrels/day average in 1984

and in fact government projections indicate a fall of export revenues in 1985

to only $10 billion compared to $12 billion in 1984. But on the other hand, non-

OPEC producers will do Well: the Congo's production rose by 10 per cent in 1984

and will rise by a similar amount in 1:>85; in Angola production is expected to

go over the 200,000 b/d achieved in 198$ and for Egynt expectations are for a

continuation of the strong trend bbserved in 1984. Overall African oil produc

tion is not however expected to show significant gain. For other minerals, the

outlook is mixed: copper demand is expected to grow substantially boosting up

prices; aluminium prospects are bleak, low demand expected to pushdown prices
from their 1984 level; cobalt has good prospects in 1985 because of measures

taken by Zaire to deffend prices and strategic purchases by the United States;

iron and manganese expectations are not good as the crisis in the steel industry

persists world wide though the actual behaviour of the market at the country

level will vary greatly; uranium prospects seem set to improve but are hanging

in the balance over the likely trend of nuclear power investments.

119. African industry is in deep crisis with the exception of a handful of cases.

Not only is1 the sector deeply affected by import shortages, it is also beset by:'"i:-''

long-standing structural problems: poor plant design and planning, making for

unprofitability, small market size, overmanning, pdor management, energy sup

plies cutbacks. In many instances, countries have invested heavily in plants

which have; never functioned, or'at costs greatly exceeding international stand- ■

ards. In 1985 there are no clear prospects for a significant recovery though

in some Countries recovery programmes are making some headway: this is the case

in Zaire where the supply situation for manufacturing has improved markedly.

In another instance such as in Algeria refdrros have brought about a very sub

stantial increase in productivity. : -'■-■'■
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120. Looking at internal demand factors, the investment outlook is definitely

not bright: investment is set to decline again even n at a much-reduced rate.

The wain determinant is the reduction of investment progr-ammes by OPEC members

.Who accounted for 50 per dent of total fixed capital formation in the region

in.198.0.. Across-the-board reductions in inyesjtJnent programmes have tsen

carried out in particular by Nigsria and the LibycTi /Vr&b J^mahiriya iis shown

in thw Li'^iida oi trici* iiiVoatiiitiivc budgets, lu tL^ jCuaiihiiiya, the investment

budget v/as cut by 10 per cent in 1984 to 2el-billion dinars* while in Nigeria;

it is. of only 339 billion naira in ,19.84 co^par^ tc,"6-.O b±Ili*iinftiraJiri'""'193i,
%-(ved?i#t\ot\ of 35 per cent. The deduction of investment also ■affects countries

other than the OPEC msnbers ann for non-oil exporting countries as a uhole fixed

capital formation is expected to rise only modestly in 1985e Many countries are

in the grips c£ ac;.;te financial difficulties leading to cutbacks in budgstary

expenditure and arc engaged in stringent adjustment programmes*, To date. 15

African countries have standby or extended fund facilities with the IMF,, The

adjustment process has, however* other dimensions than budget cutting, and the

policy shift evident in more funds for agriculture, higher agricultural prices

and ir.ore leeway given to market forces is bound to haze positive effects by

helping to boost output though this may take some tine-, Knwover^ the definite

improvement observed in countries like Zaire, Uganda and Ghana indicates that

reaction iiraes cculd be shorter than generally thought.-.

121. External .. 4 does not appear on the whole to be favourable in 1985

compared to IDci'ic. a slow-down is expected in the OHCD economies which provide

the nain markets for the region. The American economy in particular which

grew at the exceptional 7,C per cent in 1984 is widely thought to grew by no

more than 3 per cent in 19S5e This will mean a slow-down in international

demand for Africavs exports, not only for oil but also for the traditional

commodities exports. In 1984 the region v/as not able to benefit as ntuuh as

it could have from the favourable developments in we:: Id trade in 1985,, An

other cause for coucura i^ the li&iji in r^sourcu iao-vl. lo l*i« i^gion* For sub-

Saharar. Afrit:- the Wo.-"ld Bank is forecasting a fall of SO per cent in net rt

t-z-:r .;, flows in the remaining years of the decado-, In addition a sizeable suare

of the region's export, revenuei will have to be allocated to debt servicing,

while repayment abilitv in more and isore in ^or.b". T""?n Ai. the case of IMF

122. Ccnsid^ring al" these ilr^'rxs, tho ECA S3zietz.i':.r,t iu forecarti.ng r

modest growth of 2.,9 per cent in 1985 conditionai on the ratum or normal weather

in the areas ncT.v affected by drought. This growth wixl be mere or less even

between subregions, varying fron 2,6 per cent in North Africa to 4-0 per cent

in Central Africcc In the Sah-31 ar.ja, whore GDP fell b> 3O1 pev cent in 1984,

the gvowth rats while rise to 7O6 per cent in 1985 reflecting the expected re

turn to good weathjra In terms of economic gro^^ings, while oil exporters as

a whole are expected to record expansion of 2,5 per cor.r., OPEC nscbors v;o'ild

register only X,J p^r cento

U Consumption is to gi*ow by 3,7 psr cent; with 5O5 per cent for govemrent

consumotion and 3r2 p?r cent for private consumption. The r?so of govemmr"t

consu.Tii{)tiun ccniraots with its stagnation in 1S80-I3S4, and is the i*esult of

cutbacks in investment expenditure^ Capital foraation will remain practically

unchanged. falling slightly in relation to GDP to 19OS per cent coapared to
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20.0 per cent in 1984. The external balance position will not change, the sur

plus on goods and services remaining at 5.3 per cent, the increase in exports

of goods and services being a modest 2.2 per cent, imports growing by a similar
amount*

124. In case weather conditions deteriorate in 1985, much less will be achieved,

with growth falling to barely over 1 per cent, and food import requirements pro

bably widening the external deficit.
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NOTES

1/ International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade (Department of Public Information, United Nations, New York
1981), paras. 41-51.

2/ Ibid., paras. 18, 37-38.

3/ Strategy for the African region in the International Development Strategy
for the Third United Nations Development Decade, para. 7.

4/ Ibid,, para. 8.

5/ The weighted average ratio of ordinary revenue to GDP rose steadily
from 24.8 per cent in 1979 to 29.3 per cent in 1980 and 30.4 per cent in 1981.

6/ 34 per cent in 1981.

7/ The ECA secretariat had prepared a very comprehensive study entitled
"Regional evaluation and assessment of the implementation of the Substantial
New Programme of Action in African least developed countries, 1981-1984" which
is contained in document E/ECA/CM.11/36, February 1985.
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